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(57) ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus for voltage regulation uses, in one
aspect, worst-case supply voltages specific to the processsplit
of the integrated device at issue. In another aspect, a two-
phase voltage regulation system and methodidentifies the
characterization data pertinentto a family ofintegrated circuit
devices in a first phase, and identifies an associated process
split ofa candidate integrated circuit device in a second phase.
The characterization data from the first phase is then used to
provide supply voltages that correspondto target frequencies
of operation for the candidate device. In another aspect, a
hybrid voltage regulator circuit includes an open loop circuit
which automatically identifies the process split of the inte-
grated circuit device and allowsa regulator to modify supply
voltage based on characterization data specific to that process
split, and a closed loop circuit which fine-tunes the supply
voltage. In one embodiment, the closed-loop circuit includes
a critical path replica for providing estimated frequencies of
operation necessary for a critical path in the integrated circuit
device. A ring oscillator circuit may be used in one embodi-
ment in the critical path and/or in the open loop circuit.

13 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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ROBUST AND EFFICIENT DYNAMIC
VOLTAGE SCALING FOR PORTABLE

DEVICES

CONTINUING DATA

This application claims benefits of60/462,667filed onApr.
11, 2003.

BACKGROUND

1. Field

The present invention relates to integrated circuit technol-
ogy, and more specifically to voltage source regulation.

2. Background
Portable electronic devices are becoming a mainstream in

an increasing body of applications. Devices such as personal
digital assistants (PDAs), mobile telephones, and portable
computers are commonly usedin the marketplace. The ever-
growing demandfrom users of such devices for more appli-
cations and greater functionality from the services has pushed
the envelope of design trends toward greater integration and
moresophisticated processing on a single chip. In addition, as
the demandfor greater functionality in portable devices has
increased, so to hasthe push for continued decreasesin device
form factor. These two demands have spurred the develop-
ment of “system on a chip” designs that typically contain
many processing functions on a single silicon chip.

The more functionally sophisticated the portable device
becomes, the more energy the device will invariably consume
and hence, the smaller the battery life. Long battery life,
however, is a very important design and marketing parameter
that the portable electronics industries continually strives to
improve. Naturally, the desire for increased functionality and
decreased size must be measured within the context of the

practical limitations associated with existing battery tech-
nologies.

Designing more versatile portable devices is nevertheless
becoming more feasible as the silicon-based technology
scales down. For example, transistor-based technology is
becoming progressively smaller. Smaller form factors for
silicon devices permit increased circuit functionality within
the same area as devices using larger form factors. With
smaller feature size, more integration and greater amounts of
circuitry with added functionality can be built within a given
area on a silicon die. Further, smaller integrated circuits
require and consumeless energy.

Silicon based technologies have, as a practical matter, geo-
metrical limits. Accordingly, more sophisticated integrated
circuits require for optimal performancethe design of energy
reduction techniques, including integrated circuits used in a
variety ofportable devices. These techniques can be essential
to the design of such devices. Currently, the most effective
energy reduction methodis to perform supply voltage regu-
lation and to scale down the supply voltage to the chip where
possible. Voltage regulation is a product of the industry’s
recognition that consumed energy has a quadratic depen-
dence on voltage, and hencedirectly relates to the amount of
power consumedbythe battery or power source.In an illus-
tration using complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS)technology, the active dynamic energy dissipation
for CMOStransistors is given by the relationship

E=CovgVop-

where V,,, is the supply voltage, C,,,. represents the average
switching capacitance, and E representsthe dissipated energy
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resulting from a changeofstate of the transistor. From this
relationship, it can be seen that reducing the supply voltage
will correspondingly reduce the dissipated energy in the cir-
cuit.

Regardless of the silicon technology at issue, peak supply
voltage is generally selected based on peak performance
requirements of the integrated circuit. Frequently, peak per-
formance maynotbe required by the processing unit(s) on the
integrated circuit. Accordingly, supply voltage as a general
matter can be scaled down when peak performance is not
required. A classic example involves a cellular telephone in
standby mode. Another illustration includes a portable data-
receiving device whoseprocessing circuitry recognizes thatit
can receive a given data stream at a much smaller data rate
thanthecircuitry is capable of handling. In this instance, the
device may not require a peak supply voltage to receive the
data stream, and may activate some mechanism to reduce the
voltage for this application. In many portable devices, a soft-
ware interface is used to provide information about perfor-
mancerequirements. That information may be used, in turn,
by a voltage regulator to reduce supply voltage based on the
required speedat a given instance. The voltage regulator may
be on-chipor off-chip, depending onthe specific application.

A numberof techniques for voltage regulation have been
implementedin the industry or proposedin the literature. One
such class of techniques include Dynamic Voltage Scaling
(DVS). DVSis a voltage regulation feedback system that is
used to dynamically control supply voltage accordingto per-
formance requirements. By exploiting the variations associ-
ated with different computational requirementsfor a device at
different times, the average energy of the device can be
reduced while maintaining the same data throughput. When
supply voltage and operating frequency are controlled
dynamically according to a required computational load
reported by a performance managementcircuit, the average
energy of a transistor-based silicon device can be reduced
significantly. From this reduction in energy, it logically fol-
lowsthat battery lifetime can be extended.

Existing DVS techniques are not without their significant
drawbacks. For example,situations exist where the micropro-
cessor on a chip suddenly demands high performance. This
performance requirement may exceed the time response
capabilities ofthe DVS system in place. In such situations, the
supply voltage mustbe raised to the maximum power supply
to guarantee peak performance underall adverse conditions
and acrossall variables. Only after this rapid raise in supply
voltage, and assumingrelative stability in the ensuing oper-
ating frequency requirement, can the voltage regulator
attempt to lowerthe voltage, ifpossible, to an optimum value
which minimizes power consumption while guaranteeing a
sufficient voltage swing for peak processor performance.

Other DVS techniques, including closed-loop voltage
regulation systems, may rely on considerable trial-and-error
testing prior to implementing a reliable model. Such trial-
and-error techniques can be costly in terms of manpower,
equipment, and time to market. In addition, such techniques
maynotbe able to accurately track critical paths used in the
processor for the purpose of estimating processor frequency
requirements.

Still other DVS techniques may notbe sensitive to all ofthe
variations that impact device performance. For instance, the
speed of an integrated circuit device depends on voltage,
temperature, memory/logic structure, transistor threshold
voltage, and process variations. DVS techniquesthat are not
designed to account for each of these variations may not be
efficient, and in some cases, may be inaccurate or may result
in degraded or interrupted performance. When sudden per-
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formance increases are required, certain DVS techniques in
this latter category must often raise supply voltage to a peak
value that is the minimum value necessary to sustain perfor-
mance requirements across all of these variables. However,
this voltage may be unnecessarily high in light ofone or more
unaccounted-for variables, often resulting in an unnecessary
taxation of battery power. If, as an illustration, a DVS regu-
lator is not designed to recognize that a particular integrated
circuit is operating at a fast process split, a larger than neces-
sary supply voltage will likely be imposed onthe system in
the event ofa sudden performanceincrease requirement. This
unnecessary voltage margin can be unacceptable in the con-
text of mobile applications, where preservation of battery
poweris particularly important.

A need exists in the art for a more robust and efficient

dynamic voltage scaling architecture especially suitable for
highly integrated mobile devices.

SUMMARY

In one aspect of the present invention, a method of regu-
lating supply voltage of an integrated circuit device includes
calculating a reference voltage at which the integratedcircuit
device is substantially insensitive to temperature variations,
identifying a process split of the integrated circuit device by
setting the supply voltage to the reference voltage and by
measuring a corresponding reference frequency on the inte-
grated circuit device, and regulating the supply voltage using
characterization data correspondingto the identified process
split.

In another aspect of the invention, a method of regulating
supply voltage ofan integrated circuit includes determining a
processsplit for the integrated circuit, associating a plurality
ofvoltages to the process split, each voltage corresponding to
a target frequency of operation of a processing unit on the
integrated circuit, and regulating the supply voltageto attain
one of the target frequencies for the processing unit using a
corresponding oneofthe voltages associated with the deter-
mined processsplit.

In yet another aspect of the invention, a voltage regulation
apparatus for use on an integrated circuit device includes an
automatic process identifier configured to identify a process
split ofthe device, amemory circuit coupled to the automatic
process identifier, the memory circuit configuredto store data
comprising target voltages for different processsplits, a pro-
cessing unit, a power supply, and a voltage regulator circuit
coupled to the memory circuit and to the power supply, the
regulator configured to adjust the power supply value accord-
ing to the automatic process identifier and the memory circuit,
the adjusted power supply causing the processing unit to
operate substantially at a target frequency.

In yet another aspect of the invention, a methodofregulat-
ing supply voltage of an integrated circuit device using a ring
oscillator circuit for measuring frequencies corresponding to
different voltages includes recording ring oscillator frequen-
cies for different voltages at a plurality ofprocess splits asso-
ciated with a family ofsilicon devices in which the integrated
circuit device is included, each ofthering oscillator frequen-
cies corresponding to a target frequency of operation for a
processing unit on the integrated circuit device, the voltages
and corresponding frequencies comprising respective sets of
characterization data for each process split, measuring, for
the different voltages, an additionalset of frequencies output
from a ring oscillator on the integrated circuit device, identi-
fying the two sets of characterization data representing two
process splits having performance characteristics most
closely above and below the performance characteristics
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characterized by the additional frequencies at the different
voltages measured for the integrated circuit device, interpo-
lating between the identified two sets of characterization data
using the additional frequenciesto identify a third set of data
characterizing the integrated circuit device and comprising
supply voltages necessary to achieve the correspondingtarget
operating frequencies, and regulating the supply voltage to
achieve thetarget frequencies using the supply voltages from
the third set.

In yet another aspect of the invention, a voltage regulation
apparatus for use in an integrated circuit device includes a
processing unit, an identifier circuit configured to identify a
processsplit for the integrated circuit device, a memory cir-
cuit coupled to the identifier circuit, the memory circuit con-
taining characterization data for the identified process split, a
critical path replica circuit comprising an output for provid-
ing frequency information approximating a critical path of
the integratedcircuit, a switch coupled to the memory circuit
and the output ofthe critical path replica circuit, and a voltage
regulator circuit coupled to the switch anda supply voltage of
the integrated circuit device, the regulator circuit configured
to adjust the supply voltage to achieve a desired target fre-
quencyofthe processing unit.

In yet another aspect of the invention, computer readable
media embodying a program ofinstructions executable by a
computer program to perform a methodofregulating a supply
voltage of an integrated circuit device includes determining a
processsplit for the integrated circuit, associating a plurality
ofvoltages to the processsplit, each voltage corresponding to
a target frequency of operation of a processing unit on the
integrated circuit, and regulating the supply voltageto attain
one of the target frequencies for a processing unit on the
integrated circuit using a corresponding oneofthe voltages
associated with the determined process split.

In yet another aspect of the invention, an integrated circuit
device includes a processing unit, process identification
meansfor identifying the process split of the integrated cir-
cuit, memory meansfor storing characterization data of the
family of integrated circuit devices to which the integrated
circuit device belongs, means for determining the character-
ization datafor the integrated circuit device using the memory
meansandthe processidentification means, and voltage regu-
lation meansfor adjusting the supply voltage using the char-
acterization data for the integrated circuit device to achieve a
desired target frequency of operation for the processing unit.

It is understood that other embodiments of the present
invention will becomereadily apparent to those skilled in the
art from the following detailed description, wherein it is
shown and described only several embodimentsofthe inven-
tion by wayofillustration. As will be realized, the invention
is capable ofother and different embodiments andits several
details are capable of modification in various other respects,
all without departing from the spirit and scopeofthe present
invention. Accordingly, the drawings anddetailed description
are to be regardedas illustrative in nature and notasrestric-
tive.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Aspects of the present invention are illustrated by way of
example, and not by wayoflimitation, in the accompanying
drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a dynamic voltage scaling
architecture.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an architecture of the voltage
regulation system in accordance with an embodiment of the
present invention.
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FIG. 3A is a ring oscillator look-up table in accordance
with an embodimentof the present invention.

FIG.3B is amain look-up table containing characterization
data in accordance with an embodimentofthe present inven-
tion.

FIG. 4 is a graph showing a Gaussian distribution of a
semiconductoryield.

FIG.5 is a ring oscillator in accordance with an embodi-
mentof the present invention.

FIG.6 is an illustration of a silicon die including a core
processor and a group ofring oscillators in accordance with
an embodimentof the present invention.

FIG.7 is a circuit configured to produce a direct measure-
mentofon-die ring oscillators in accordance with an embodi-
mentof the present invention.

FIG. 8 is a circuit configured to produce a relative mea-
surement of an on-die ring oscillator in accordance with an
embodimentof the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a graph of processing frequency versus ring
oscillator frequency at room temperature in accordance with
an embodimentof the present invention.

FIG. 10A is a table showing characterization data at two
process splits in accordance with an embodiment of the
present invention.

FIG. 10B is a table showing characterization data of a
candidate integrated circuit device in accordance with an
embodimentof the present invention.

FIG. 11 is a graph showing characterization data for a
family of integrated circuit devices and a device undertest, in
accordance with an embodimentofthe present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The detailed description set forth below in connection with
the appended drawingsis intendedas a description ofvarious
embodiments of the present invention andis not intended to
represent the only embodiments in which the present inven-
tion may be practiced. Each embodiment described in this
disclosure is provided merely as an example orillustration of
the present invention, and should not necessarily be construed
as preferred or advantageous over other embodiments. The
detailed description includes specific details for the purpose
of providing a thorough understanding ofthe present inven-
tion. However, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art
that the present invention may be practiced without these
specitic details. In some instances, well-knownstructures and
devices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid
obscuring the concepts of the present invention. Acronyms
and other descriptive terminology may be used merely for
convenience andclarity and are not intendedto limit the scope
of the invention. For the purposes of this disclosure, the term
“coupled” mayrefer to either a direct connection or, where
appropriate in the context, a connection through intermediary
circuitry or means.

Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) can save power by low-
ering the supply voltage whenparts are running faster than
required. This phenomenoncan occur, for example, for fast
processsplits from a silicon wafer yield, or operation of the
integrated circuit device at cool temperatures. Performance
can also be dictated by software, such as wherethefull target
frequency of operation is not required in light of an impend-
ing application that may be less-computationally intense than
the circuit is capable of handling. For faster processsplits,
parts can run at higher frequency and hence waste unneces-
sary power. The DVSaccording to the present invention can
lower the voltage automatically for these faster parts and
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thereby conserve battery power while still maintaining,
acrossall variables, the desired performancetarget.

FIG. 1 showsan illustrative block diagram of a dynamic
voltage scaling system architecture 100. The performance
manager 102 may be implementedas a software or firmware
routine onthechip, or it may be included in a dedicated circuit
or set of circuits. The performance manager 102 may use a
software user interface to predict performance requirements
and to convey information, in some configurations, to a user
or another circuit or device. Once performance requirements
for the impending task are determined by the performance
manager 102, the performance manager 102 sets the supply
voltage and frequency of the chip just necessary to accom-
plish the identified task(s). The target frequencyf,,,.¢, iden-
tified by the performance manager 102 is transmitted to a
phase-locked loop (PLL) 104 over path 114 to accomplish
frequency scaling. Thatis, the PLL 104 tracksthe input f,,,.¢2
value and outputs an appropriate operating frequency for use
by the on-chip CPU 106. Further, based onthe target voltage
Viarger Sent by the performance manager 102 to the voltage
regulator circuitry 108 via line 112, the voltage regulator 108
scales the supply voltage to meet this target, as shown byline
110.

The performance manager, which can be implemented
using a variety of known configurations, may adjust the sup-
ply voltage according to performance requirements. Such
requirements will vary dramatically depending on the par-
ticular application. In addition, more than one processing unit
may reside on the samesilicon device. In this instance, the
performance manager may regulate the operating character-
istics of more than one processor. In other implementations,
more than one performance manager may be used.

In one open-loop performance manager configuration,
voltage setting by the performance manager can bea one-time
setting based on the entries contained within a lookup table
(LUT). Alternatively, voltage setting can be based on the
actual system performance as tracked by the performance
manager. In implementations utilizing an LUT,differenttar-
get operating frequencies along with the correspondingvolt-
age supply settings may be used to set the voltage to the
optimal value for minimizing power consumption. The LUT
entries may be determined through characterization of the
behaviorofthe silicon device at various extremes. In design-
ing these characterization methodologies, sufficient margin
should be added to the voltage supply to accommodate for
worst case process and temperature variations. When the
target voltage is set for a given application, an analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) maybe used to indicate when the
voltage regulator has completed its voltage adjustment.

Another performance manager configuration involves a
closed-loop feedback system. Actual system performance
may be measuredusingeither a ring oscillator or a replica of
the critical path of the processing circuitry. Using this con-
figuration, when system performance requires a change, the
performance managersets the target frequency. The error
betweenthe target and the measured frequencies is used by a
feedback system to adjust the voltage to achieve the target
performance.

Whether an open or closed-loop system performance
monitoring system is chosen depends on a numberoffactors.
Stability against temperature is a significant design param-
eter. The conventional LUT DVSstores the worst case per-
formance numbers. In this event, operation under worst case
processvariation is ensured and temperature stability is guar-
anteed. Unfortunately, the large margin added to compensate
for process and temperature variations can reduce energy
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savings significantly. Various aspects of the present invention
address this shortcoming, as discussed below.

In a configuration where actual system performance is
monitored, the system dynamically compensates for tem-
perature variation using a closed-loop feedback system.
Closed loop parameters and system response determine the
time required by the closed loop to adjust voltage in response
to an arbitrary temperature change. If the rate of change of
temperature is faster than the closed-loop responsetime, the
voltage regulatorin this instance needs to temporarily depart
from the closed-loop feedback system and ramp upthe volt-
age to its worst case setting. The worst case setting may
correspondto the worst case process and worst case tempera-
ture in order to guarantee the integrity of operation overall
ranges. This panic mode—namely, where voltage must be
changed to guarantee the maximum performance underall
circumstances—mayresult in unacceptable consumption of
battery power, and has not been addressed properly in con-
ventional closed loop systems.

In one aspect ofthe present invention, a hybrid open/closed
loop voltage regulator is disclosed. The voltage regulator
includes mechanisms for one-time voltage setting and con-
tinuous performance monitoring. The disclosed voltage regu-
lator may save significant amounts of energy by automati-
cally identifying the process ofthe silicon device. Once the
process is identified, the system selects supply voltage and
operating frequency data points which correspond notto the
worst case processsplit, but to the process split identified.
Once the voltage reaches the target value as dictated by the
LUT, the system starts monitoring the system performance
using a closed-loop feedback system. In some configurations,
the system monitorsa critical path for temperature variations,
and adjusts the supply voltage accordingly. Other implemen-
tations involvetheuseofa critical path replica for performing
this “fine tuning”ofthe supply voltage after the initial setting
by the open-loop system. During panic mode, the system
switches back to consulting the entries in the LUT and ramps
up the supply voltage to the maximum specified according to
the particular split.

Accordingly, in one embodiment, the disclosed system
operates in two distinct configurations: LUT modeandper-
formance monitoring mode.An initial calibration step may be
implementedfor a particular silicon device. During this cali-
bration step, some mechanism may be used to identify the
specific process corner to which the chip belongs. When
performance needs to be adjusted, the system commences
operation using the LUT configuration. Once voltage is
adjusted according to the values dictated in the LUT, the
system switches to performance monitoring modeto fine tune
performance and to compensate dynamically for temperature
variations.

FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of the architecture of a
voltage regulator system 200 in accordance with an embodi-
ment ofthe present invention. An automatic process identifier
circuit (API) 202 may be usedto identify the process corer
during the calibration step. The API may includearing oscil-
lator circuit 204, a counter 206, and a ring oscillator look up
table (RO LUT) 208. The API 202 may be used to accomplish
automatic process identification. However, temperature
variations mayaffect the correct determinationofthe process
split in measuring a particular device. Process variations and
temperature are typically the main factors affecting integrated
circuit performance. For example, a slow process split at a
cold temperature may be faster than a typical split at a hot
temperature. The API 202 should be designed so that an
accurate process split determination can be made without
regard to temperature.
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In certain implementations, calibration may be accom-
plished by fixing the voltage of the environment adjacent and
within the integrated circuit to a specific value where circuit
performance is insensitive to temperature. Generally, when
temperature changes, the performance of logic path on a
silicon device such as aCMOScircuit is affected by two main
parameters: threshold voltage and channel mobility. Fre-
quency at which a logic path can operate is approximated by

_kvg
Tp Coe¥

 
f

where L,, represents the logic depth of the path, C,,,. 1s the
average capacitance, and I,,,,, is the average current flowing
through the path. The average currenthas the following pro-
portionalrelationship:

Lavg*MT)(Vip-VrfT))*

where V,,, 1s the supply voltage, 1(T) is the channel mobility
at temperature T, and V,,,(T) is the threshold voltage at zero
bias and at temperature T. Channel mobility and threshold
voltage dependence on temperature can be represented as
follows:

aT) = MTT)
and

Vru(P) = Vrr(To) — KT — To)

where T,_300K, M is the mobility temperature exponent, and
k is the threshold voltage temperature coefficient. Typical
values for M and k are 1.5 and 1.8 mV/K,respectively.

The aboverelationshipsreflect that, by lowering the supply
voltage, the temperature effect on threshold voltagestarts to
cancel out the temperature’s effect on channel mobility. A
specific voltage is reached where logic performance becomes
insensitive to temperature. Becausethe effect of temperature
has been cancelled out, the only influence on performance
relates to process variations. As a result, this voltage can be
usedto identify the process split for the device at issue.

Referring back to FIG.2, the voltage V,,,, supplied to the
API 202 is set to its temperature insensitive value, using in
one embodimentthe equations above. The API 202 includes
a ring oscillator 204 which outputs a signal at a frequency
specific to that temperature insensitive voltage. A counter 206
in some implementations reads the frequency of the ring
oscillator 204. The counter 206 is coupled to a small ring
oscillator look-up table (RO LUT) 208. The look up table 208
may contain entries characterizing the various processsplits
at the voltage-insensitive temperature. In one embodiment,
the table 208 has only the numberofentries corresponding to
the numberofsplits to be considered. Thering oscillator look
up table may be indexedbythering oscillator frequency from
the counter 206 as indicated by the exemplary ring oscillator
look up table in FIG. 3A. The first entry in the look-up table,
Vscarp represents the calculated value ofvoltage insensitive
to temperature. The remainderof the entries may be indexed
by the ring oscillator frequency. In the example of FIG. 3A, a
first output ring oscillator frequency f,, corresponds to PRO-
CESS, (e.g., slow), a second output ring oscillator frequency
f, corresponds to PROCESS,(e.g., typical), and so on. In
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other embodiments, the output ring oscillator frequency may
be used to index processor frequencies or target ADSP fre-
quencies, which maybeused,directly or indirectly, to iden-
tify the process split for the device at hand.

In FIG.2,the output of the ring oscillator look up table 208
may be coupled to the input of a main look up table (main
LUT) 210. In aninitial data collection phase which may be
performed prior to mass producing the family of integrated
circuit devices, the process characteristics of a family of
identical integrated circuit devices can be measured, and data
relating the frequency of operation to the supply voltage can
be recordedat various process splits, such as slow, typical and
fast. In one embodiment, the main LUT 210 is formulated
with values associating the various processsplits of the fam-
ily of integrated circuit devices with various supply voltage
requirements. The device may be characterized for operation
at both room temperature and hot temperatures to accountfor
extra voltage margin at high temperatures. FIG. 3B shows a
simplified example of the main LUT 210. At each of three
processsplits Slow, Typical, and Fast, a plurality of frequen-
cies correspond to a plurality of voltages. The greater the
number of entries in LUT 210, the finer the granularity of
adjustments that can be madeto the supply voltage to achieve
a target frequency.In addition, as noted above, split compen-
sation may be accomplished in LUT 210 by characterizing
the device for the different processes at other temperatures,
such as high temperature. In some implementations, the total
numberofrowsin FIG.3B is equal to the required number of
the different target frequencies set by the software interface or
performance manager. The LUT in one embodimentcontains
as many entries as feasible given the memory availability to
accommodate for different process splits and different tem-
peratures.

In one embodiment, the API 202 identifies the process of
the integrated circuit device at issue during a system calibra-
tion phase. The target voltage is set to the temperature insen-
sitive value V..7-4n70fthe processidentification ring oscillator
204. The ring oscillator frequency may then be usedto index
the different values stored in the ring oscillator LUT 208,
either directly or via a counter mechanism 206 including one
or more counters or other circuitry. In this manner, the ring
oscillator 204 may identify the process specific to the inte-
grated circuit, which information may be conveyed to the
main LUT 210. The target supply voltage may then be set
according to the target frequency for the process identified.
The target voltage is used by the voltage regulator to adjust
supply voltage to reach the target frequency of operation.

In many instances, the performance characteristics of the
process split identified by the API 202 lie between the per-
formance characteristics of two process splits stored in look
up table 210. Thatis, the process split determined by API 202
is flanked by twoprocesssplits recorded in look up table 210,
with one process split having performancecharacteristics just
above the identified process split and the other processsplit
having performance characteristics just below the identified
process split. In this case, a graphical or analytical interpola-
tion method may be usedto identify the actual characteriza-
tion data (supply voltages for different frequencies) that
should be used for that particular integrated circuit device.
This method is described further, below.

In some embodiments, the initial target voltage set using
the LUT 210 is the voltage at the identified process corner
taking into account the effects of high temperature. Thatis,
the LUT 210 in these embodiments takes into account mea-

surements for the devices at both different splits and high
temperature. For high temperature, the supply voltage gener-
ally needsto increase in order to achieve a target frequency of
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operation. The LUT 210 can take these worst case scenarios
into account by adding a margin to the supply voltage to
account for worst-case temperature variations.

The LUT 210 maybe coupledto a counter or other circuit
212 that identifies the desired target frequency of operation
for a processing unit (CPU) 224 on the device. Knowing the
target frequency, the LUT 210 can be indexedto identify the
associated characterization data (supply voltages) necessary
to attain that frequency. A target voltage Vz,,,..., may be iden-
tified that represents the voltage required to attain the target
operating frequency. This value may be output through a
switch or multiplexer circuit 214 to a conventional voltage
regulator circuit 216, which adjusts the power supply value
Vpp accordingly.In other embodiments, information regard-
ing the target frequency may comefrom a softwareinterface,
the performance manager, or separate circuitry.

In one embodiment as shown in FIG.2, a hybrid open-loop/
closed loop voltage regulation circuit may be implemented.
The open-loop system includes API 202, main LUT 210,
switch/multiplexer 214, and voltage regulator 216. The
closed-loop system may include critical path replica 222,
counter 220, adder/subtractor 218, switch/multiplexer 214,
and voltage regulator 216. In one embodiment, the API 202is
used to identify the process corner during calibration. The
target voltage is set to the temperatureinsensitive valueofthe
process identification ring oscillator 202. The ring oscillator
frequency may be usedto index the different values stored in
RO LUT 208. Accordingly, the ring oscillator 202 identifies
the process to the main LUT. Thetarget voltage is thereupon
set according to the target frequency for the process identi-
fied. Target voltage is used by voltage regulator 216 to reach
the target. In initial open-loop powersupply settings accord-
ing to some embodiments, the powersupplyisset at a voltage
whichtakes into account worst-case temperature for the iden-
tified split.

Oncethe voltage settles at the target voltage identified by
the main LUT 210, the voltage regulation system 200 may
switch to a closed loop configuration. In this latter configu-
ration,the target frequency may be comparedto the frequency
of a critical path, or a critical path replica, for voltage fine
tuning. In one embodiment, a suitable critical path replica
may be usedfor this closed-loop feedback system.

Morespecifically, in the embodiment of FIG. 2, the target
voltage is output to a switch or multiplexer circuit 214 con-
trolled by voltage regulator 216 (see input 230). When the
device goes into closed-loop operation, the voltage regulator
216 may issue a control signal to circuit 214. In addition,
counter 212 may be coupled to the main LUT 210 and an
adderor subtractor circuit 218 to identify the target frequency
ofthe CPU 224(as opposed, for example, to the frequency of
the ring oscillator 204). The CPU target frequency may be
deduced based on information about the ring oscillator fre-
quency and corresponding process corner, etc. In some
embodiments, the circuit 212 may be incorporated within the
API 202 or the voltage regulator 216. A critical path replica
222 which may include a matchedring oscillatorcircuit pro-
duces a signal whose frequency may be measured by counter
220. The output frequency ofthe critical path replica 222 may
then be compared with the target frequency via adder 218.
The frequency difference is then output via circuit 214 to the
voltage regulator 216. Thereupon, the voltage regulator may
make any necessary adjustments to the supply voltage Vp,
based on this frequency difference. In essence, the target
frequencyofthe processing unit is comparedto the frequency
ofthe critical path replica 222 for fine-tuning. A small voltage
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margin mayalso be added to the power supply to compensate
for any mismatch betweentherealcritical path and thereplica
222.

During panic mode or increasing performance require-
ments, the voltage regulator 216 may switch the system back
to open-loop configuration by changingthestate ofthe signal
to multiplexer circuit 214. In this instance, the system
switches back to the peak voltage required bythe split, rather
than the worst case split. The regulator may also switch back
to open-loop mode in instances where variations in the target
frequencyare too fast for the closed-loop system to track.

The disclosed DVS system and methodcan save significant
amounts of energy by, among other things, setting supply
voltage to the worst case temperature for the closest split.
Conventional DVS systems, in contrast, set supply voltage for
the worst case split (.e., slow). FIG. 4 shows a Gaussian
voltage distribution asa result ofprocess variationsat a fixed
frequency. For the slow split, the voltage is at a maximum,
while at a fast split, the voltage can be reduced to a minimum
and still maintain the required performance.

As noted above, the main LUT 210 may contain more
entries to accommodate different process splits and different
temperatures. The LUT in some embodimentshasthree col-
umns: (1) the frequency ofthe ring oscillator, (11) the target
core frequency; and(iii) the corresponding target voltage to
obtain those frequencies. It should be notedthat the LUT can
be constructed in a variety of ways using different row and
columnstructures, different parameters, and more than one
table, all without departing from the scope andspirit of the
present invention. In one embodiment, the LUT contains 100
entries that include ten variations to account for 10 different

process splits, and ten entries to account for temperature
variation. In other embodiments the LUT may contain many
moreentries.

Asnoted previously, energy has a quadratic dependence on
voltage. As the number of entries in the main LUT is
increased, the expected energy savings likewise increase in
light ofthe finer granularity ofthe system’s voltage regulation
mechanism. Theeffect of increasing the numberofentries on
energy savings may be analyzed by taking into account the
3-0 processdistribution.

The LUT in some implementations contains information
about three different splits: slow, typical and fast. Assuming a
3-0 process distribution, the cumulative probability density
function (CDF)ofthe voltage being between fast and typical
is 50% andthe voltage being at fast conditions is only 1%.
Therefore, 50% ofthe parts from a given wafer yield can save
energy by reducing supply voltage from V,,,,. to V,,, while
only 1% of the parts would benefit from reducing voltage
from V,,,ax tO Vini,- In this case, the energy savings resulting
from the use ofvoltage-frequencydata ofthree differentsplits
in the LUTis given by the following equation:

  

( Vop\ VmaxEscvings = osfi - y] + ort _ (to |max

Taking V,,,,;,=1.0 volts and V,,,,,=1.5 volts for anillustrative
frequency of 200 MHz, energy savings is approximately
15%.If the numberofsplits stored in the LUTis increased,
energy savings are correspondingly increased. For example,
assuming that 4 different splits, slow, -o, +o, and fast, are
used in the LUT, the CDF for -o and +o are approximately
62.5% and 18.75%, respectively. Energy savings in this latter
instance average 20%.
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Critical Path Monitoring

The closed loop configuration of the voltage regulation
system may be implemented by different configurations.
Monitoring the real critical path of a system,in theory, leads
to the highest accuracy, because no margin needs to be added
to accountforerrors to accountfor an estimated replica path.
If other performance monitors are used, the accuracy is
reduced depending on, among other factors, how much the
monitoris in actuality mimickingthe critical path. Using the
critical path as a performance metric has certain drawbacks.
For example, signal propagation downthecritical path may
not occur every clock cycle, which would yield false infor-
mation regarding systemperformance. With no activity on the
real critical path, the DVS system may wrongly consider that
the present voltage setting is sufficient when in actuality it
maybeinsufficient. Generally, for this reason,a realcritical
path is not relied upon by a voltage regulation system as the
sole source ofinformation for voltage scaling. In one embodi-
ment, aring oscillator having guaranteed signal activity every
clock cycle may be includedin addition to monitoring thereal
critical path. The ring oscillator in this embodiment may be in
addition to the ring oscillator discussed above in connection
with the API circuit 202 of FIG.2.

In configurations where the critical path is monitored, the
designer should take care to ensure that the monitoring logic
does not place an unnecessarily large load uponthecritical
path.

Critical Path Replica

In some embodiments, a replica of the critical path is
duplicated. The replica may take into account the fan-out and
wiring capacitanceofthereal critical path by using emulating
circuitry. Because some deviation between the real critical
path and a designed replicate will naturally exist, a voltage
margin may be addedto the target voltage supply to account
for this mismatch. In most cases, the frequency mismatch
should be positive. That is, the replica should be running
faster than the real critical path, which helps eliminate the
possibility of a system crash due to an inadequate supply
voltage.

Using a critical path replica essentially amounts to estimat-
ing the performance of a portion of the circuitry given a
certain supply voltage. High accuracy is desired forthecriti-
cal path replica. In one embodiment, the real critical path of
the logic/processing circuitry is simulated, taking into
account wiring delays, coupling delays, process variations,
etc. Because propagation delay is proportional to CV/I (ca-
pacitance times voltage/current), the performance estimate
circuit should have proportional CV/I characteristics. Addi-
tionally, because supply voltage is being varied, the perfor-
manceestimate circuit should have similar C/I characteristics

as the critical path. A simple ring oscillator circuit, to thefirst
order, has a fixed C/I characteristic, independent of the W/L
transistorratio sizes ofthe inverter stages. The sameis true for
aring oscillator with a fixed fan-out. Ifa ring oscillator circuit
with a fixed load capacitance is built, the C/I ratio would
depend on the inverter W/L sizes as well as the value of the
fixed load capacitance. Hence, the W/L ratio and the capacitor
size can be tuned to substantially match the critical path.
Accordingly, a superior estimate of the critical path can be
achieved.

Using this methodology, a principle objective is critical
path delay matching using the following relationship:
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The above equation establishes that, where two circuits have
the same I/C relationship, their scaling behavior is approxi-
mately the same. By fixing one parameter, C (in the I/C
relation, the (I/C) slope, i.e., voltage frequency scaling, ofone
circuit can be made to matchthat ofanother circuit. In light of
the voltage-frequency scaling characteristics of the critical
path, the (I/C) relationship is assumed to be linear with
respect to voltage. A ring oscillator may then be built using a
fixed capacitance at the output of each gate. The capacitance
addedto the ring oscillator circuit may be modified until the
(I/C) slopeofthe ring oscillator is approximately equalto that
of the critical path. Once the ring oscillator capacitance is
adjusted to produce the same (I/C) slope as thecritical path,
scaling of the ring oscillator over process and temperature
becomes approximately similar to that of the critical path.
The ring oscillator may in one embodiment includea five-
stage NAND2 or NOR2oscillator.

DVSBasedon Process Split

In another aspect of the present invention, a DVSis dis-
closed that scales the frequency of the integrated circuit
device based uponthe processsplit to attain a target frequency
for an internal processing core ofthe integrated circuit device.
This implementation of DVS takes voltage, temperature,
memory/logic & threshold voltage variations into account.In
this embodiment, the target frequency may constitute the
operating frequency of a processorcore in the device, or the
frequencyofa ring oscillator required to achieve this target
frequency.In one example,the integrated circuit device is part
of a portable mobile communication system. One core which
may be appropriate for voltage regulation is an application
digital signal processor (ADSP) such as a vocoder. A ring
oscillator may be constructed on the chip which can be used
to find the minimum supply voltage required to achieve the
intended ADSP frequency. In most cases, where the fre-
quency ofthe ring oscillator differs from that of the target
ADSPfrequency, the ring oscillator frequency nevertheless
correlates well with that of the ADSP frequency. Further, the
ring oscillator frequency is easily measurably during the ini-
tial process of device calibration.

The ring oscillator may be simple (e.g., three stages) or
may be complex with many stages or a more elaborate stage
architecture. An exemplary CMOSringoscillator is shown in
FIG. 5. The circuit includes three simple inverter stages 510,
512 and 514. Thefirst stage 510 includes appropriately sized
P-type transistor 500 and N-type transistor 501. The second
stage 512 includes P-type transistor 502 and N-typetransistor
503. The third stage 514 includes P-type transistor 504 and
N-type transistor 505. The ring oscillator circuit also includes
an enable function implemented by enable input EN 508
driving P-type transistor 507 and N-typetransistor 506. When
EN 508is turned high or to a logic true, transistor 507 turns
off, transistor 506 turns on andthe inherentinstability in the
ring causesthe inverter basedstructure to produce an osc, ,out
oscillating frequency at output 509. This osc,,out can be
measuredfor calibration purposes.

Insome implementations, it may be desirable to place more
than one, or several, ring oscillators on a given die. Reasons
for multiple oscillator placements may include increased
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accuracy of die frequency measurement, or multiple cores on
the samedie. Various types of ring oscillators may be imple-
mented to estimate the maximum frequency ofblocks on the
die, including, for example, delay dominant, gate delay domi-
nant, and diffusion dominantring oscillators.

FIG. 6 shows an example of a digital die 600 upon which
ring oscillators are placed. The die 600 includes built-in ring
oscillators 602, 604, 608, 610 and 612. Also present adjacent
ring oscillator 610 is a processor core 612, such as a DSP or
ARM-based core. In one embodiment, each ring oscillator
will include its own frequency estimation circuitry. In addi-
tion, to accommodate different types of circuits or critical
paths for voltage regulation purposes,the ring oscillators may
be designed to operate at different frequencies.

The frequency(ies) ofthe ring oscillator(s) in these imple-
mentations may be measured in one of several ways, depend-
ing on the implementation. In a direct method, the output of
the ring oscillator core(s) can be directly measured using an
oscilloscope or similar external device. FIG. 7 shows an
example of a direct measurementcircuit in accordance with
an embodimentofthe invention. The example showstworing
oscillator cores 702 and 704 and logic circuits 703 and 705.
Ring oscillator core 702 may,as an illustration, be designed to
oscillate in the 5-10 MHzrangeat a voltage swing of 1.8 volts.
Ring oscillator core 704 may be designedto oscillate at a
higher frequency range of 20-50 MHzat between 0.8 volts
and 1.8 volts. Core 704 in this example provides a higher
frequency clock that may be useful for correlation with an
associated DSP, ARM processor, or the like. The circuit in
FIG. 7 also includes a multiplexer 706 controlled by input
signal 714. The multiplexer 706 feeds oneofthe twosignals,
as dictated by logical input 714, into an appropriate frequency
divider circuit 708. The scaled frequency may then be mea-
sured directly at output 710, which in one embodiment may
be fed out to a dedicated pin resident on the integrated circuit
device. In addition, the oscillator frequency of core 704 can
be read directly in this embodiment from output 712, which
mayalso be fed out to its own dedicated pin, or multiplexed
onto a pin shared with other uses.

In this direct method, an external measuring device(1.e., an
oscilloscope or equivalent) may be employed. In situations
where it is undesirable to perform calibration procedures
using such external measuring devices, a relative method of
measuring oscillator frequency may also be used.

FIG. 8 showsa circuit showing an embodimentofthis
relative method. In this embodiment, an external frequency
measuring device is not required, and calibration oftheinte-
grated circuit device may be performed via softwareor logic
circuitry on the die. In this relative method,twopairs of20-bit
counter sets 802 and 805, and 804 and 807 are implemented
along with AND gates 801 and 803 having an inverted input.
The input to each counter set is the transmit clock TXIN and
the ring oscillator signal RINGOSCIN.Thus, thefirst counter
is enabled by the transmit clock, and the second counter is
enabled by the ring oscillator. In some implementations, the
counters are enabled simultaneously by software and then
permitted to run for a designated amountof time(typically
less than 20 mSec). After that time, software disables the
counters and reads the count value. The ring oscillator clock
mayalso be divided using dividers 805 and multiplexer 807 to
make it suitable for comparison with the transmit clock. The
ring, oscillator frequency may then be determined using the
following formula:
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(Ning)
fring = heso

Here,f,,¢ represents the frequencyofthe ring oscillator, t,...,
represents the frequency of the transmit clock, N,,,¢ 18 the
count from thering oscillator, and N,,,,is the count from the
transmit clock. Using this relative method, the frequency of
the ring oscillator can be measured without resort to any
external hardware. In another embodiment, a circuit is
includedto disable the counter after it counts up to its maxi-
mum value, which renders the measurement process more
efficient.

To implement the DVS in one embodiment, the ring oscil-
lator frequencythatresults in the target operating frequency
for the processing unit at issue may be estimated. Thatis, a
given ring oscillator frequency may be correlated with a
known target operating frequency. In one embodiment, the
independentvariable voltage is set to various values, and the
dependent variable ring oscillator frequency is measured at
room temperature. Then, a room temperature characteriza-
tion graph suchas the one shownin FIG. 9 maybe consulted.

FIG.9 is a graph representing an exemplary compilation of
laboratory measurements correlating the frequency of an
application digital signal processor (ADSP)to the frequency
of a ring oscillator adjacent the ADSP on the die. The ring
oscillator frequencies are based on knownvariationsin volt-
age. Graphsforthree processsplits 900, 901, and 902 may be
consulted to establish the target ADSP frequency for a given
ring oscillator frequency read from the die. In many applica-
tions, the ADSP frequency is not a directly measurable
parameter. Accordingly, these ADSP target frequencies may
be deduced graphically or analytically from the ring oscillator
frequencies (see below). Notethat the target ADSP frequency
should also be correlated with the ring oscillator frequency
for cold and fast temperatures, and appropriate graphs for
these measurements may be generated as well. In another
embodiment, a look up table is used containing data points
correlating the ring oscillator frequency to the target ADSP or
processor frequency.

DVSin this aspect may be accomplished in two discrete
phases. The first phase may be performedprior to masspro-
ducing the chips. Data characterizing the different process
variations is obtained from the silicon manufacturer and/or

generated through simulation. The frequency of operation of
an internal core that reflects the system performance(e.g.,
ADSP frequency) is correlated with the easily measurable
ring oscillator frequency of the chip. Correlation may be
performed at different voltage settings for different process
splits (e.g., slow, nominal and fast) under room temperature
(25 C) conditions. Additional, ring oscillator frequency is
also measured over voltages and splits at hot (125 C) tem-
perature. The correlation data may be represented in the form
of a chart or table andis referred to the characterization data

of the chip. For the purposes of this disclosure, the term
“characterization data” may include either voltages or fre-
quencies, or both, that correspondto a particular process split
of a family of integrated circuit devices, in some cases at a
specific temperature.

FIG. 10Ais a table containing characterization data for the
voltage, ring oscillator frequency, and measured ADSPfre-
quencyfor two different processsplits. Ata supply voltage of
1.2 volts at a fast process split, for example, the measured ring
oscillator frequency is 50 MHz. The ADSP frequency asso-
ciated with that oscillator frequency is 84 MHz, as seen from
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the graph. In actuality, the table may be significantly more
detailed and may covera larger numberofprocess splits. The
table may also incorporate characterizationsat different tem-
peratures, including a worst-case high temperature. For ease
of explanation and to avoid obscuring the concepts of the
present invention, however, a simpler table is used in this
illustration.

The second phase of the DVS accordingto this aspect may
be performed on a specific integrated circuit device during a
calibration phase. For example, where the device is embed-
ded in a mobile phone, the second phase may be performed
during a phone calibration procedure. In an example where
three processsplits are characterized, the performance of an
arbitrary device will either fall in between slow and nominal
splits, or nominalandfast splits. The two sets of character-
ization data (from the first phase) that flank the arbitrary
device’s data may then be chosen.

FIG. 10B is a table generated after performing measure-
ments on a specific integrated circuit device. Note that the
oscillator frequencies in FIG. 10B fall between the fast and
nominalprocess splits shown in FIG. 10A. Accordingly, the
data corresponding to the slowest process split (nominal in
this example) may be chosenas the base characterization for
all devices.

In one embodiment of this DVS aspect, the actual charac-
terization data to be used is modified based on the two chosen
sets of characterization data that flank the characterization

data ofthe arbitrary device. For example, where the arbitrary
device is found to have characterization data that falls in
between the characterization data of the fast and nominal

processsplits, an interpolation method can be used to deduce
anewset ofcharacterization data specitic to that device—e.,
supply voltages that ensure a minimum ring oscillator fre-
quency and hence a minimum processing speed. In these
embodiments, the supply voltages used can be lower than
those characterizing the lower process split, thereby conserv-
ing even more energy and saving battery power.

Depending on the configuration, graphical or analytical
methods may be used to determinethe actual supply voltages
that will be used by the regulation system. An illustration ofa
graphical method is shown in FIG. 11. The graph represents a
plot of processing (ADSP) frequency (MHz) versus ring
oscillator frequency (MHz).A first curve 1102.A correspond-
ing to characterization data in the case of a fast process split
is shown. A second curve 1102B corresponding to character-
ization data in the case of a nominal process split is also
shown. Assumefor purposes of this example that the target
operating frequency is 75 MHz. This frequency value is
reflected by horizontal dashed line 1104. Curves 1102A and
1102B represent a plot of the ADSP (processing using) fre-
quency versus Ring Oscillator frequencyat different voltage
points as showngraphically in FIG. 10A. Using the graphical
method,translating the data from FIG. 10A to graphical form
represents the first step in this illustrative process of identi-
fying the proper characterization data associated with the
different processsplits. For clarity and to avoid obscuring the
concepts of the present invention, only nominal(typical) and
fast process splits are shown.

Next, a line may be drawn throughidentical voltage values,
as shown by the exemplary line 1103 in FIG. 11. Four such
lines may be drawninthisillustration, for 1.0 volts, 1.2 volts,
1.4 volts, and 1.6 volts, respectively. Next, the actual ring
oscillator frequency measurements of the candidate device
from FIG. 10B are marked on the graph,as typified by point
1104. Four such marks are inserted into the graph in this
example, including marksfor ring oscillator frequencies of30
MHz, 45 MHz, 54 MHz, and 66 MHz.As noted previously
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with respect to FIG. 10B, these valuesarethe four frequencies
measuredbythe ring oscillator at respective voltages 1, 1.2,
1.4 and 1.6 volts in the actual device under test (DUT). Next,
vertical lines may be drawn that originate from the marked
voltage points 1104 to their corresponding ring oscillator
frequencies, as shown by exemplary line 1105. Four such
vertical lines are drawn.

A smooth curve may then be drawn throughthe four nomi-
nal voltage points (1108). This curve represents the ring oscil-
lator frequency versus the processing target frequencyfor the
four different voltage points of the candidate device. Inthis
instance, the performance characteristics of this device fall
below those ofthe fast process split, and above those of the
nominalprocesssplit. From the new curve 1108 of the can-
didate device, the ring oscillator frequency that corresponds
to the target ADSP frequency can be deduced. For example,
from FIG. 11, ifthe target operating frequency is 75 MHz(see
line 1104), the ring oscillator frequency of the candidate
device that produces the target frequency is 50 MHz(see
vertical line 1110). From FIG. 11, a simple devicering oscil-
lator frequency versus supply corresponding supply voltage
curve may be constructed. The last step is to read the supply
voltage value that corresponds to the target ring oscillator
frequency. That voltage value may then be employed by the
regulator to sustain a processor performance of 75 MHz.

In somesituations, calculating characterization data for a
graphical method may be considered to be too cumbersome
given the application. Accordingly, an analytical method for
calculating the data may be used in other embodiments. The
analytical method may be broken downinto twosteps. In the
first step, a user, program orcircuit can interpolate the ADSP
frequency using corresponding data points from the two char-
acterization curves, thereby providing data for the table in
FIG. 10B. Therelationship is as follows:

(Sfast,adsp — fatowadsp )
+ fotow,ads

(ftast,ro — Sstowyro) ew?
Saevadsp = Sfaev,ro ~ fstow,ro)

From the above equation, the target operating frequency of
the processing unit can be calculated using the upper and
lower boundsfor the ring oscillator frequency and the pro-
cessing frequencies. This frequency can be measured for
different supply voltages.

The second step includes calculating the device voltage
and ring oscillator frequencyat the target ADSP frequency by
interpolating betweenthe device’s voltage data points and the
corresponding interpolated ADSP frequency from one or
more measure ring oscillator frequencies. The relationship
can be expressedas follows:

(Vai — Vio)

Vinin = (Starget ~ fo),Ve) + Vio.

Oncethetarget ring oscillator frequency of the device from
either the graphical or analytical method described above is
attained, the voltage differential at this target ring oscillator
frequency between hot and room temperature curves (or by
furtherinterpolation) ofthe faster characterization curve may
be obtained. Typical values of this differentially may be
50-100 mVolts in some configurations. This value may be
added to the Vp, result from the above methods to compen-
sate for the temperature variable ofthe device speed equation.
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In the aboveillustration using the data in FIG. 11,a result-
ing Vp of1.3 volts was obtained. Adjusting for temperature,
the final V,,, is 1.4 mV. Ifthis system were not implemented,
all devices in this example would haveto be set to 1.6 volts to
match the requirements at the worst case process split. That
number, in turn, would haveto be increased to accountforall
of the other variables that affect speed.

The previous description of the disclosed embodimentsis
provided to enable any person skilled in the art to make or use
the present invention. Various modifications to these embodi-
ments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and
the generic principles defined herein may be applied to other
embodiments without departing from thespirit or scope ofthe
invention. Thus, the present invention is not intended to be
limited to the embodiments shown herein but is to be

accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and
novel features disclosed herein.

The invention claimed is:

1. A voltage regulation apparatus for use on an integrated
circuit device, comprising:

an automatic process identifier configured to identify a
processsplit of the device;
amemory circuit coupled to the automatic process iden-

tifier, the memory circuit configured to store data
comprising target voltages for differentprocesssplits;

a processing unit;
a power supply; and
a voltage regulator circuit coupled to the memory

circuit and to the power supply, the regulator con-
figured to adjust the power supply value according
to the automatic process identifier and the memory
circuit, the adjusted power supply causing the pro-
cessing unit to operate substantially at a target fre-
quency.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising
a switching device comprising a plurality of inputs and an

output, a first one ofthe inputs ofthe plurality coupled to
the memory circuit and the output coupledto the voltage
regulator; and

a closed-loop feedback circuit coupled to a second one of
the inputs of the plurality, the feedback circuit config-
ured to adjust the power supply voltage.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the closed-loop feed-
back circuit comprisesa critical path replica circuit config-
ured to approximate a critical path of the processing unit.

4. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the switching device
is configured to select between adjusting the power supply
based upon the automatic process identifier and the closed-
loop feedback circuit.

5. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the closed-loop feed-
back circuit further comprises a counter for measuring an
output frequency of the critical path replica.

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the memory circuit
contains data comprising a plurality oftarget frequencies, the
target frequencies corresponding respectively to each of the
target voltages.

7. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the memory circuit
contains data comprising a plurality oftarget frequencies, the
target frequencies corresponding respectively to each of the
target voltages.

8. Anintegrated circuit device comprising:
a processing unit;
process identification means for identifying the process

split of the integrated circuit;
memory means for storing characterization data of the

family of integrated circuit devices to which the inte-
grated circuit device belongs;
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means for determining the characterization data for the
integrated circuit device using the memory means and
the process identification means; and

voltage regulation means for adjusting the supply voltage
using the characterization data for the integrated circuit
device to achieve a desired target frequency ofoperation
for the processing unit.

9. The integrated circuit device of claim 8, wherein the
memory meansincludes characterization data for worst case
temperature variation for each processsplit.

10. A method of dynamic voltage scaling, comprising:

identifying the process split of an integrated circuit;

storing characterization data of a family of integrated cir-
cuit devices to which the integrated circuit device
belongs;

determining the characterization data for the integrated
circuit device using the stored characterization data of
the family of integrated circuit devices andthe identified
processsplit of an integrated circuit; and

adjusting the supply voltage using the characterization data
for the integrated circuit device to achieve a desired
target frequency of operation for the processing unit.
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11. The method of claim 10, wherein the storing of char-
acterization data includes storing characterization data for
worst case temperature variation for each processsplit.

12. A computer program product for dynamic voltage scal-
ing, comprising:

instructions stored in a computer readable medium, when
executed, the computer readable medium directing the
computer to perform the actionsof:

identifying the process split of an integrated circuit;
storing characterization data of the family of integrated

circuit devices to which the integrated circuit device
belongs;

determining the characterization data for the integrated
circuit device using the stored characterization data of
the family of integrated circuits devices and the identi-
fied process split of an integrated circuit; and

adjusting the supply voltage using the characterization data
for the integrated circuit device to achieve a desired
target frequency of operation for the processing unit.

13. A computer program product of claim 12, wherein the
action of storing characterization data includes storing char-
acterization data for worst case temperaturevariation for each
processsplit.
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